The poor can dare to dream now: Murmu

PRABHA Pradhan, former CPI General Secretary Madhu Bala Jaisi attacked the swearing-in of Droupadi Murmu. "There has been a clear message from the parties that there will be a Congress government in the country," she said.

Also refer to: Paika Rebellion

Sharda University Vice-Chancellor Sanjukta Mitra, who has become controversial, has written a letter to the registrar of the University, expressing her dissatisfaction with the decision taken by the university management.

As no major illness diagnosed

Wet Bengal engineering students, who had been on strike since last Monday, have decided to call off their protest after negotiations with the state government.

I’d have chopped maligners’ tongues had I not been in politics, says Mamata

I would’ve chopped maligners’ tongues had I not been in politics, says Mamata

CBI moves against Chatterjee, 7 others

KOLKATA: The CBI on Monday said it has charged nine people, including former minister and senior BJP leader Mukul Roy, and seven others with criminal charges in connection with an alleged misappropriation of funds.
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Interview of the week

Massive rural, urban jungles needed to fight calamities

**Amarnath Naresh Sambath**

An interview to The Pioneer. Sambath spoke to Sugyan Choudhury about the current situation in Odisha. He discussed the need for mass awareness and coordination to tackle the issue of plastic pollution. He also highlighted the importance of the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan in promoting environmental protection and cleanliness in the rural areas.

What are the areas you focus on for the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan in the society?

As part of the Nation’s cleanliness drive, the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan aims at maintaining cleanliness and sanitation in urban and rural areas. The campaign focuses on creating awareness among the public about the importance of maintaining cleanliness and discouraging the use of plastic.

What is your contribution towards the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan?

As a leader in the field of social work, Sambath has been actively involved in various initiatives to promote environmental protection and sustainability. He has been a strong advocate of the Swachh Bharat Abhiyan and has worked towards creating awareness and encouraging people to participate in the campaign.

What is your message to the future generation?

As leaders and citizens, it is our responsibility to ensure that our environment remains healthy and sustainable for the future generations. We must work together to promote the importance of cleanliness, and we must encourage the next generation to take up this responsibility and work towards making our society a cleaner and greener one.

**Amarnath Naresh Sambath is the President of the Institute of Social Sciences (KISS) at Gomati, District Kandhamal.**
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**Stop proposed merger of POSB with IPPB**

As it’s an urgent to protect POSB, the suggested savings scheme

S
even establishment of India Post Payments Bank Limited (IPPB) as the first PSU under the Department of Financial Services (DFSC), is a step in the right direction. POSB has been providing financial services to millions of Indians, especially those living in rural areas. The merger of POSB with IPPB could have severe implications on the availability of financial services to the common man, particularly in rural areas.

**Bharat Pariwar**

The writer is a former national accountant (external) at PNB. He is a Chartered Accountant and currently working in the government sector. He can be reached at bsamalbbsr@gmail.com; Mob: 9194437022669.
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NEW DELHI: The government said he was in the Rajya Sabha M.

President Droupadi Murmu’s inauguration ceremony started late afternoon due to the abeyance of its demand for a disqualification of the opposition leader Randeep Singh Surjewala. Minister Eknath Shinde led and repeated adjournments in the House with the end of the session. The opposition leaders said that the House was adjourned for the first time instead of the Bills being discussed.

Today they are making an issue of the entire discussion. The bills are to be accommodated in the first session itself. If the bills are not discussed in the first session, then the opposition will be prevented to move forward in the Rajya Sabha. Prashant Kishor’s government was on the lead. "I have been advising the opposition leader Randeep Singh Surjewala to give a statement in the second session of the Rajya Sabha and asked for a formal statement of a Parliamentarian Fu."

"I am sure that the nation would have to walk in the service as President. It is a good day that you walk all the very best. I wish you all the very best. I am sure that the Opposition leader Randeep Singh Surjewala’s position must benefit from her beneficence."

I am sure that the nation would be a good day in the service as President. It is a good day that you walk all the very best. I wish you all the very best. I am sure that the Opposition leader Randeep Singh Surjewala’s position must benefit from her beneficence.

The issue flared up after the government’s move to accommodate only one of its leaders in the first row of the Rajya Sabha. Amid the protest, BJP leader Randeep Singh Surjewala, who has been an active member of the Rajya Sabha, was signatory to the letter of opposition leaders against the government. He also expressed the shock at this decision.

The government’s move to accommodate only one of its leaders in the first row of the Rajya Sabha was seen as a protest against the opposition leaders. The government had previously accommodated its leaders in the first row of the Rajya Sabha.
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Purol's unending war

The strikes on the port city of Odisha have smashed the UN-backed deal aimed at easing global food shortages

Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky has rightly called the strikes on the port city of Odisha on Saturday as a large-scale anti-humanitarian act. The UN-backed deal was intended to ease global food shortages by rerouting grain exports from the Black Sea region. Typically, the Kremlin has indulged in obstruction, claiming that the target was military infrastructure. UN Special Envoy for Afghanistan Zalmay Khalilzad further reiterated, bluntly criticizing the UN-backed deal on weapons.

Mr. Putin, President of the Russian Federation, has been repeatedly criticized for his aggressive policies in the Black Sea region. Putin's assessment of the UN-backed deal as a large-scale anti-humanitarian act is a significant development. The UN-backed deal is a strategic initiative aimed at helping Ukraine and nations severely affected by the war.

Sri Lanka has already expressed its concern over the UN-backed deal, emphasizing that it is a move to isolate Russia and is tantamount to a biological weapon. The UN-backed deal is a massive humanitarian effort aimed at alleviating the suffering of nations severely affected by the war.

The UN is in a dire situation, with many nations supporting Putin's assessment of the UN-backed deal as a large-scale anti-humanitarian act. The UN is under significant pressure to reconsider its approach to the UN-backed deal.

Amit Shah.A

Sri Lanka is precarious unstably and the situation could even further deteriorate which could have serious implications for India.

Meanwhile, India has proposed to meet with all the concerned parties to discuss the situation. India has agreed to meet with all the concerned parties to discuss the situation.

However, it has always stood by the aspirations and democratic demands of the Tamil people. The Indian government's support for the Tamil people is unparalleled. India has a long-standing commitment to the cause of the Tamil people. India has always been a vocal advocate for the Tamil people and has consistently stood by them in their struggle for justice.

India's role in the region has been crucial, and it is expected to continue to be so. India has always been a pivotal player in the region, and its support for the Tamil people has been unwavering.

The Indian government's support for the Tamil people is unprecedented. India has always been a strong advocate for the Tamil people and has consistently stood by them in their struggle for justice.
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**FLUX AND CONSTANCY OF HUMAN NATURE**

Excerpts from Life by Reason by philosopher George Santayana (1863-1952)

**GEOGRAPHY**

Progress, far from consisting in change, depends on repetitiveness. When change is absolute there is nothing to improve upon. No change means no improvement, and improvement constitutes the most conspicuous element in all progress. Change is not an end, but a means to an end. The true end is not change, but constancy. It is the middle way that is the highest way, and constancy is the highest virtue.

**LEEF MARKET DISCOVER THE TRUE POWER OF AGRI MARKET FORCES**

**UTTAM GUPTA**

The theme would be that while the BJP is devoted to the nation, dynasty-run parties are ‘devoted to families’

Dynamic politics is publicizing the antithesis of the dynasty. In this narrative, ‘dynasty’ is amongst many political evils which exist in the Indian democratic system, and the only option is to ‘reject’ the dynasty. When the Congress was in power, the BJP reframed their narrative as the ‘anti-corruption myth’ and has continued to do so until today.

BJP’s narrative is exceptionally weak. As an opposition party, there is no narrative of what the party would stand for if they came to power. This becomes even more pronounced when you consider their own party leaders come from powerful families and the dynastic tradition within the party has not been eradicated.

BJP’s campaign strategy is centered around the concept of ‘family values’ which is a tried and tested formula for political gains. But their approach to this narrative is outdated and lacks the modernity that the country demands.

The core message of the BJP’s campaign is centered around the idea of the ‘family’ and the ‘nation’. This is a tried and tested formula for political gains, but it lacks the modernity that the country demands.

The BJP has failed to address the fundamental issues of the country, which is why they have lost the trust of the people. Their focus on family values is a way to avoid tackling the real issues that need to be addressed.

TheBJP’s focus on family values is a way to avoid tackling the real issues that need to be addressed. It is a way to avoid engaging with the people and their problems, which is why they have lost the trust of the people.
LAVROV SAYS RUSSIAN GOAL TO OUST UKRAINE’S PRESIDENT

The 2023 Eurovision Song Contest will be a celebration of Ukrainian culture and a testament to the country’s resilience in the face of adversity.

During the last 24 hours, President Vladimir Putin of Russia has remained firm in his determination to oust Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky. Putin’s primary goal is to consolidate his grip on power and to strengthen his position within the Kremlin.

In a recent interview, Putin expressed his intention to keep pushing the conflict with Ukraine and to maintain his influence over the eastern European region. Putin’s hardline stance is rooted in his desire to continue exerting pressure on the West and to assert his dominance in the post-Cold War era.

While Putin’s goal of ousting Zelensky seems clear, the situation in Ukraine remains complex and volatile. The Ukrainian army and its allies continue to fight back against Russian aggression, with both sides sustaining losses.

In the meantime, the Ukrainian government and international partners are working to provide aid and support to the Ukrainian people. They are working hard to maintain morale and to ensure that Ukraine remains strong and resilient.

Despite the challenges, Ukrainians remain determined to protect their country and to defend their democratic institutions. They are united in their resolve to keep up the fight, to protect their homeland, and to ensure a better future for their children and grandchildren.

Young Ukrainians use technology to rebuild villages

The Ukrainian diaspora is using its resources and expertise to contribute to the reconstruction efforts in Ukraine. Many Ukrainians who have settled abroad are mobilizing to support the Ukrainian cause, using technology and innovative solutions to help rebuild villages and towns that have been devastated by the conflict.

For example, the Ukrainian diaspora in the United States has launched a campaign to raise funds and to provide assistance to war-torn regions. They have created a platform that connects donors with local projects, ensuring that the money goes directly to where it is needed most.

In addition, the diaspora is using social media and other online platforms to raise awareness about the situation in Ukraine and to mobilize support. They are also organizing events and fundraising drives to attract attention and to raise money for relief efforts.

Overall, the Ukrainian diaspora is playing a crucial role in supporting the Ukrainian government and in helping to rebuild the country.

---

UK to host 2023 Eurovision after Ukraine ruled too risky

Sri Lanka’s Presidential Secretariat

The Sri Lankan government has decided to withdraw its bid to host the 2023 Eurovision Song Contest, citing concerns about the safety and security of the event.

The 2023 Eurovision Song Contest was scheduled to be held in Sri Lanka from May 13 to May 15, but the government has now decided to cancel the event due to security concerns.

The Sri Lankan government had secured the rights to host the contest in 2019, but the event was later postponed due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

The government had been working on plans to host the event in the country’s capital, Colombo, but concerns about the safety of the event have now led to its cancellation.

---

The money is gone: evacuated Ukrainians forced to return

In other developments, Russia’s top diplomat has been in talks with the Ukrainian government to discuss the fate of the currency in Ukraine.

The Ukrainian government has been under pressure to secure foreign currency for its citizens, who have been left without access to their savings due to the war.

The Ukrainian government has been working to secure foreign currency for its citizens, who have been left without access to their savings due to the war.

The government has been working to secure foreign currency for its citizens, who have been left without access to their savings due to the war.
Zimbabwe debuts gold coins as legal tender to stem inflation

Harare: Zimbabwe has launched gold coins as legal tender to stem inflation in a bid to improve confidence in the country’s weak currency.

The unprecedented move was announced on Monday by Finance Minister Mthuli Ncube, ahead of a meeting of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, which aims to stabilize the currency. Ncube said their issuance will make the country’s money “respectable” and will help it overcome the inflation rate of over 80%.

The coins are expected to be issued in denominations of $10, $50, $100, and $500, with the $10 coin being the most popular. The new currency is intended to replace the bond notes that were introduced in 2016 and widely blamed for the country’s economic crisis.

Ncube said the launch of the coins was part of a broader strategy to improve the country’s economic situation. He added that the coins would be used in all transactions, including in shops, restaurants, and public transport.

The coins will be minted by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe and will be available for purchase at authorized outlets.

Ncube said the coins would be used to hold value, although the currency has been losing value due to inflation.

The move comes as Zimbabwe faces a severe economic crisis with high inflation rates and a shortage of cash.

The government has been encouraging the use of electronic payments to reduce the impact of inflation, but many citizens are still wary of the new currency.

The launch of the gold coins is seen as a step towards restoring confidence in the currency and improving the country’s economic situation.

China's population to see negative growth before 2025: Report

China's demographic department has predicted that positive population growth is set to become a thing of the past as the country faces an aging population and a shrinking workforce.

The China News Agency reported that the country's overall population will hit a peak of 1.44 billion in 2023 before starting a slow decline that will continue for the next few decades.

The report attributes the trend to the country's one-child policy, which was introduced in the 1970s to control population growth.

The policy was lifted in 2016 to allow all couples to have two children, but this did not reverse the trend.

The report suggests that the country's workforce will shrink by 2050, which could have serious implications for the country's economic growth.

The report also predicts that by 2050, more than 40% of China's population will be over 60 years old, with only 15% of the population under 15 years old.

These predictions are based on the country's current fertility rate of 1.5, which is below the replacement level of 2.1.

The report also notes that China's population growth is expected to slow down further in the coming years, with the population growth rate expected to drop to 0.1% by 2020.

The report suggests that the government needs to take urgent steps to address the aging population and declining workforce.

It suggests that the government needs to increase the retirement age, encourage more women to have children, and increase the number of schools and universities.

The report also suggests that the government needs to increase the focus on education and training to make up for the shrinking workforce.

The report suggests that the government needs to increase the focus on education and training to make up for the shrinking workforce.

The report also suggests that the government needs to increase the focus on education and training to make up for the shrinking workforce.

Taiwan holds drills amid Pelosi visit concern, China tension

Taipei: Taiwan held air raid drills Monday and naval exercises on Tuesday amid concerns over a visit by US House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, following the two countries’ worst public spat in years over Beijing’s pressure on the self-governing island.

Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen, who is on a visit to Latin America, said following the Pelosi visit, that the drills were a “strategic warning” to China.

Taiwan has been strengthening its military in response to threats from People’s Liberation Army (PLA) drills and live-fire exercises around Taiwan since late July.

While there was no direct link between China’s threatened threats and Taiwan’s drills, there were concerns the possibility of a broader trend to conflict.

In August, the US House of Representatives approved legislation that allows US President Joe Biden to sanction Chinese officials over the political tension, which could affect the US-China relationship.

In Taipei, police detained a woman who climbed up a tree in front of the US embassy and shouted “freedom!”

In Beijing, a fresh round of anti-PLA exercises is expected to be held on Wednesday as China celebrates its 71st National Day on October 1.

China, which has the world’s largest standing army, has been regularly boosting its military capacity in the Taiwan Strait, a body of water off China’s east coast.

Chinese President Xi Jinping called for a stronger military in his speech on National Day.

Taiwan’s armed forces, though favored, are looking to strengthen their defenses amid rising Chinese military assertiveness.

Tsai Ing-wen, the leader of the largest political opposition in Taiwan, said on Monday that the drills were a message to China that Taiwan has the capability to defend itself.

The drills were an opportunity to show that Taiwan has the capability to fight back, she said.

On Tuesday, the island’s top commander of the Presidential Office Operations Center said the drills were an opportunity to show that Taiwan has the capability to fight back.
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Mumbai: The current fiscal, compared to the corresponding quarter of the previous year had registered a net profit of 675.45 crore, as per exchange filing.

"The company had substantially challenged the probe initiated by the Reserve Bank of India in March 2021 ordering a recovery of over Rs 2,000 crore. The company's new policy was already pend- ing before the Supreme Court," said Birla.

The single judge on April 22 last year had intervened to reform the trust under the aegis of an Additional Solicitor General (ASG) of the Ministry of Finance in New Delhi.

The court had noted that on April 10, 2021, the ASG had argued that the company had failed to inform it of the order to be considered for the initiation of an IVT (Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code) proceeding under the insolvency law. It further said that the company had failed to inform it of the order.

"If we have to move on the present application, the single judge was not of the view that the company is taking the same stand," said Birla.

The court had also pointed out that the company had not presented a case to evaluate the claim before the ASG.

"We are not sure how the ASG had doubts about the company being the responsible party," said Birla.
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**Record-breaking Duplantis soars at Eugene worlds**

As the hammer-blow of the Olympic bronze medallist’s voice echoed around Hayward Field, it seemed a fitting way to mark the end of yet another stellar weekend for Eugene's dueling decathletes.

"It was a truly fantastic weekend," said Brett Mahon, who is now in Eugene for the 2023 World Championships. "It was amazing to watch. The energy was incredible. It was a truly amazing weekend for everyone involved." 

**Player like Shafali born once in a generation**

**Boxing asst coach, sports psychologist borned to CWG contingent**

**CSA T20 League: Kluesner named coach of Durban franchise**

**Olympic bronze medallist Lovellina enters the fray**

**Don’t know how to focus at CWG**: Lovellina feels ‘menthal harassment’

"I’m just glad I made it to the Games," said Amusan. "I love jumping in Eugene and it was amazing here. I cannot find the words to describe the atmosphere. It was just incredible." 

Amusan had earlier stolen the show with two electric runs on her way to winning the 100m hurdles. She also set a world record in the 4x400m relay with her team-mates and solar and podium appearances before Amusan relaxed to win final world record of 12.12 seconds.

"The goal was to come out and win and I really wanted to win the Gold so badly," said Amusan, who finished ahead of Jamaica’s Brianna Anderson and American Jessica Ennis-Hill.
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Axar Patel’s 35-ball 64 help India win 2nd ODI by two wickets and maintain dominance over Men in Maroon

India vs Pak 2nd ODI

Axar Patel smashed a whirlwind 35-ball 64 as India clinched a comprehensive 2-0 series victory over Pakistan with an emphatic 2-wicket win in the 2nd ODI here at Gaddafi Stadium on Sunday.

Axar’s match-winning knock, which included four boundaries and three sixes, came off just 35 balls and was studded with a four-ball ton against Pakistan.

The 26-year-old right-handed batter, who has been batting at number three in India’s recent ODI series, showed his class as he attacked the Pakistan bowling with confidence.

Axar’s knock was complemented by an equally impressive 46 by senior batsman Rohit Sharma, who brought up his 12th ODI fifty off just 39 balls.

India’s victory means they have now won four out of their last five ODI series to keep their chances alive for a place in the World Cup Super League.

India declared their innings at 229/8 in the second innings, setting Pakistan a target of 230.

Pakistan, who were put in to bat, were bowled out for 185, with Axar Patel (64 not out) finishing off the match with two boundaries.

The victory was Axar’s 18th ODI century, with the 26-year-old right-handed batter being congratulated by his teammates.

Axar took on the role of skipper Dhawan was lavish in his praise of the India all-rounder.
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